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Kind Regards,
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family- and
spent four days at
Sue
Care IManager
Stanwell Park where we hired a very
large house called “Interbane”. It is
located on the top of Bald Hill on
Lawrence Hargrave Drive. It was built in
1917 and has been lovingly restored. It
also has links with the infamous Tilly
Devine an Australian organised crime
boss who was involved in a range of
activites like sly-grog, razor gangs and
prostitution. She featured in the series
“Underbelly”.
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Tilly used to visit the area and the
house as her driver was the son of
the owner of Interbane at the time.
Rumours have also persisted over the
years that Tilly ran Interbane as a
house of ill-repute during the 1940s
and 1950s.
Interbane has magnificent views all
the way down to Wollongong as the
photo above shows. Each bedroom
has its own fireplace.
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FromComments
the Coordinator’s
& ComplaintsDesk
Well last month was very productive!Tim
We
had our bus “wrapped” with our new logo
and colours to advertise the services that
UPA Sydney Region can offer. It’s certainly
bright and bold and people will certainly
stop and look. It had its first tour picking up
the village residents from Winston Hills
Shopping Centre. Don also proudly drove it
on the bus outing to Bondi and Bronte.

to write

We also purchased a shuffleboard table last
month, which is sitting proudly in the games
room of Connections. I hope to see some
action on the table soon!
We extend a very warm welcome to Bill
Evans. We hope you have already settled in
Bill and made a few friends.
There is no residents meeting this month
due to the long weekend. The next
meeting is on Monday 12 July at 1.30pm.
The next bus outing is to the Southern
Highlands on Friday 11 June. There are still
quite a few seats available for this trip, so
please come along. Just put your money in
an envelope with your name and details
on it and drop it into the letterbox in
Connections.
Les, our professional photographer was
here last month and he took some
fantastic shots of residents in Connections
and in our display unit. My sincere thanks
to all those residents that participated.
That’s all for this month. Take care.
Kind Regards,
Barbara
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Crowning our Queen Elizabeth – 2nd June 1953
Princess Elizabeth replaced her father, King George VI, as monarch following his death
on 6 February 1952. After 16 years on the throne he passed away in his sleep and his 25year-old daughter Elizabeth immediately became Queen. But the British public had to
wait for over a year for her actual coronation. This biggest of royal events, required
months of meticulous planning.
Queen Elizabeth II was crowned at a coronation ceremony in Westminster Abbey in
London. In front of more than 8,000 guests, including prime ministers and heads of state
from around the Commonwealth, she took the Coronation Oath to serve her people
and to maintain the laws of God.
After being handed the four symbols of authority - the orb, the sceptre, the rod of mercy
and the royal ring of sapphire and rubies - the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr Geoffrey
Fisher, placed St Edward's Crown on her head to complete the ceremony.
A shout of "God Save the Queen" was heard and gun salutes were fired as crowds
cheered.
The Archbishop and fellow bishops then paid homage to Queen Elizabeth II.
In a radio broadcast the Queen said: "Throughout all my life and with all my heart I shall
strive to be worthy of your trust".
An estimated three million people lined the streets of London to catch a glimpse of the
new monarch as she made her way to and from Buckingham Palace in the golden state
coach.
The ceremony was watched by millions more around the world as the BBC set up their
biggest ever outside broadcast to provide live coverage of the event on radio and
television. Street parties were held throughout the UK as people crowded round
television sets to watch the
ceremony.
The crowds, some of whom had
camped out overnight to ensure a
prime position, were rewarded
when the Queen and other
members of her family, including
the Queen Mother, appeared on
the balcony at Buckingham
Palace.
Despite the overcast weather
conditions the RAF marked the
occasion with a fly past down the
Mall. A fireworks display then lit up
t h e s k i e s a bo v e Vi c to r i a
Embankment.
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Try to imagine a world without Walt Disney.
A world
without his magic, whims, and optimism.
Tim to
write

Walt Disney transformed the entertainment industry, into what we know today. He pioneered
the fields of animation, and found new ways to teach, and educate.
Walt's optimism came from his unique ability to see the entire picture. His views and visions,
came from the fond memory of yesteryear, and persistence for the future. Walt loved history.
As a result of this, he didn't give technology to us piece by piece, he connected it to his
ongoing mission of making life more enjoyable, and fun. Walt was our bridge from the past to
the future.
During his 43-year Hollywood career, which spanned the development of the motion picture
industry as a modern American art, Walter Elias Disney established himself and his
innovations as a genuine part of Americana.
A pioneer and innovator, and the possessor of one of the most fertile and unique imaginations
the world has ever known. Walt Disney could take the dreams of America, and make them
come true. He was a creator, an imaginative and aesthetic person. Even forty years after his
death, we still continue to grasp his ideas, and his creations, remembering him for everything
he's done for us.
The Disney Company he founded has become one of the world's largest entertainment
conglomerates.
Early life
Walter Elias Disney was born on 5th December 1901 in Chicago, Illinois. He was one of five
children, four boys and a girl. His parents were Elias Disney, an Irish-Canadian who worked
as a carpenter, farmer, and building contractor, and his wife, Flora Call who was of GermanAmerican descent and who had been a public school teacher.
When Walt was little more than an infant, the family moved to a farm near Marceline, Missouri
a typical small Midwestern town, which is said to have furnished the inspiration and model for
the Main Street, U.S.A., of Disneyland. There Walt began his schooling and first showed a
taste and aptitude for drawing and painting with crayons and watercolours. When he was
seven years old, he sold small sketches, and drawings to nearby neighbours. Instead of doing
his school work Walt doodled pictures of animals, and nature. His knack for creating enduring
art forms took shape when he talked his sister, Ruth, into helping him paint the side of the
family's house with tar.
His restless father soon abandoned his efforts at farming and moved the family to Kansas
City, Missouri, where he bought a morning newspaper route and compelled his young sons to
assist him in delivering papers. Walt later said that many of the habits and compulsions of his
adult life stemmed from the disciplines and discomforts of helping his father with the paper
route. In Kansas City the young Walt began to study cartooning with a correspondence school
and later took classes at the Kansas City Art Institute and School of Design.
In 1917 the Disney’s moved back to Chicago, and Walt entered McKinley High School, where
he took photographs, made drawings for the school paper, and studied cartooning on the
side, for he was hopeful of eventually achieving a job as a newspaper cartoonist. His progress
was interrupted by World War I, in which he participated as an ambulance driver for the
American Red Cross in France and Germany.
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Walt Disney
Returning to Kansas City in 1919, he found occasional employment as a draftsman and inker
in commercial art studios, where he met Ub Iwerks, a young artist whose talents contributed
greatly to Walt's early success.
First animated cartoons
Dissatisfied with their progress, Disney and Iwerks started a small studio of their own in 1922
and acquired a second hand movie camera with which they made one and two-minute
animated advertising films for distribution to local movie theatres. They also did a series of
animated cartoon sketches called Laugh-O-grams and the pilot film for a series of sevenminute fairy tales that combined both live action and animation, Alice in Cartoonland. A New
York film distributor cheated the young producers, and Disney was forced to file for
bankruptcy in 1923. He moved to California to pursue a career as a cinematographer, but the
surprise success of the first Alice film compelled Disney and his brother Roy—a lifelong
business partner—to reopen shop in Hollywood.
With Roy as business manager, Disney resumed the Alice series, persuading Iwerks to join
him and assist with the drawing of the cartoons. They invented a character called Oswald the
Lucky Rabbit, contracted for distribution of the films at $1,500 each, and propitiously
launched their small enterprise. In 1927, just before the transition to sound in motion pictures,
Disney and Iwerks experimented with a new character—a cheerful, energetic, and
mischievous mouse called Mickey. They had planned two shorts, called Plane Crazy and
Gallopin' Gaucho, that were to introduce Mickey Mouse when The Jazz Singer, a motion
picture with the popular singer Al Jolson, brought the novelty of sound to the movies. Fully
recognizing the possibilities for sound in animated-cartoon films, Disney quickly produced a
third Mickey Mouse cartoon equipped with voices and music, entitled Steamboat Willie, and
cast aside the other two soundless cartoon films. When it appeared in 1928, Steamboat
Willie was a sensation.
The following year Disney started a new series called Silly Symphonies with a picture entitled
The Skeleton Dance, in which a skeleton rises from the graveyard and does a grotesque,
clattering dance set to music based on classical themes. Original and briskly syncopated, the
film ensured popular acclaim for the series, but, with costs mounting because of the more
complicated drawing and technical work, Disney's operation was continually in peril.
The growing popularity of Mickey Mouse and his girlfriend, Minnie, however, attested to the
public's taste for the fantasy of little creatures with the speech,
skills, and personality traits of human beings (Disney himself
provided the voice for Mickey until 1947). This popularity led to
the invention of other animal characters, such as Donald Duck
and the dogs Pluto and Goofy. In 1933 Disney produced a
short, The Three Little Pigs, which arrived in the midst of the
Great Depression and took the country by storm. Its treatment
of the fairy tale of the little pig who works hard and builds his
house of brick against the huffing and puffing of a threatening
wolf suited the need for fortitude in the face of economic
disaster, and its song “Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?”was a happy taunting of adversity.
It was in this period of economic hard times in the early 1930s that Disney fully endeared
himself and his cartoons to audiences all over the world, and his operation began making
money in spite of the Depression.
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Disney had by that time
who were headed by
Iwerks. Colour was introduced in the Academy Award-winning Silly Symphonies film Flowers
and Trees (1932), while other animal characters came and went in films such as The
Grasshopper and the Ants (1934) and The Tortoise and the Hare (1935). Roy franchised tiein sales with the cartoons of Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck—watches, dolls, shirts, and
tops—and reaped more wealth for the company.
Feature-length cartoons
Walt Disney was never one to rest or stand still. He had long thought of producing featurelength animated films in addition to the shorts. In 1934 he began work on a version of the
classic fairy tale Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937), a project that required great
organization and coordination of studio talent and a task for which Disney possessed a
unique capacity. While he actively engaged in all phases of creation in his films, he functioned
chiefly as coordinator and final decision maker rather than as designer and artist. Snow White
was widely acclaimed by critics and audiences alike as an amusing and sentimental romance.
By animating substantially human figures in the characters of Snow White, the Prince, and the
Wicked Queen and by forming caricatures of human figures in the seven dwarfs, Disney
departed from the scope and techniques of the shorts and thus proved animation's
effectiveness as a vehicle for feature-length stories.
While Disney continued to do short films presenting the anthropomorphic characters of his
little animals, he was henceforth to develop a wide variety of full-length entertainment films,
such as Pinocchio (1940), Dumbo (1941), and Bambi (1942). Disney also produced a totally
unusual and exciting film—his multi-segmented and stylized Fantasia (1940), in which cartoon
figures and colour patterns were animated to the music of Igor Stravinsky, Paul Dukas, Pyotr
Ilyich Tchaikovsky, and others. In 1940 Disney moved his company into a new studio in
Burbank, California, abandoning the old plant it had occupied in the early days of growth.
Major films and television productions
A strike by Disney animators in 1941 was a major setback for the company. Many top
animators resigned, and it would be many years before the company produced animated
features that lived up to the quality of its early 1940s classics. Disney's foray into films for the
federal government during World War II helped the studio perfect methods of combining liveaction and animation; the studio's commercial films using this hybrid technique include The
Reluctant Dragon (1941), Saludos Amigos (1942), The Three Caballeros (1945), Make Mine
Music (1946), and Song of the South (1946).
The Disney studio by that time was established as a big-business enterprise and began to
produce a variety of entertainment films. One popular series, called True-Life Adventures,
featured nature-based motion pictures such as Seal Island (1948), Beaver Valley (1950), and
The Living Desert (1953). The Disney studio also began making full-length animation
romances, such as Cinderella (1950), Alice in Wonderland (1951), and Peter Pan (1953), and
produced low-budget, live-action films, including The Absent-Minded Professor (1961).
The Disney studio was among the first to foresee the potential of television as a popularentertainment medium and to produce films directly for it. The Zorro and Davy Crockett series
were very popular with children, and Walt Disney's Wonderful World of Color became a
Sunday-night fixture. But the climax of Disney's career as a theatrical film producer came with
his release in 1964 of the motion picture Mary Poppins, which won worldwide popularity.
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Walt Disney
Disneyland
In the early 1950s Disney had initiated plans for a huge
amusement park to be built near Los Angeles. When
Disneyland opened in 1955, much of Disney's
disposition toward nostalgic sentiment and fantasy was
evident in its design and construction. It soon became
a mecca for tourists from around the world. A second
Disney park, Walt Disney World, near Orlando, Florida,
which was under construction at the time of his death,
opened in 1971.

Personal
On July 13, 1925, Walt married one of his first employees, Lillian Bounds, in Lewiston, Idaho.
Later on they would be blessed with two daughters, Diane and Sharon.
Walt wasn't the typical Hollywood mogul. Instead of socializing with the "who's who" of the
Hollywood entertainment industry, he would stay home and have dinner with his wife, Lillian,
and his daughters, Diane and Sharon. In fact, socializing was a bit boring to Walt Disney.
Usually he would dominate a conversation, and hold listeners spellbound as he described his
latest dreams or ventures. The people that were close to Walt were those who lived with him,
and his ideas, or both.
Walt rarely showed emotion, though he did
have a temper that would blow over as it blew
up. At home, he was affectionate and
understanding. He gave love by being
interested, involved, and always there for his
family and friends. Walt's daughter, Diane
Disney Miller, once said:
Daddy never missed a father's function
no matter how I discounted it. I'd
say,"Oh, Daddy, you don't need to
come. It's just some stupid thing." But
he'd always be there, on time.
Probably the most painful time of Walt's
private life, was the accidental death of his
mother in 1938. After the great success of
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Walt and
Roy bought their parents, Elias and Flora
Disney, a home close to the studios. Less
than a month later Flora died of asphyxiation
caused by a faulty furnace in the new home.
The terrible guilt of this haunted Walt for the
rest of his life.
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Disney's imagination and energy, his whimsical
humour, and his gift for being attuned to the

vagaries of popular taste inspired him to develop well-loved amusements for “children of all
ages” throughout the world. Although some criticized his frequently saccharine subject matter
and accused him of creating a virtual stylistic monopoly in American animation that
discouraged experimentation, there is no denying his path-breaking accomplishments. His
achievement as a creator of entertainment for an almost unlimited public and as a highly
ingenious merchandiser of his wares can rightly be compared to the most successful
industrialists in history.
Death
In late 1966 Disney was scheduled to undergo neck surgery for an old polo injury, he had
played frequently at the Riveria Club in Hollywood for many years. On November 2, 1966,
during pre-surgery X-rays, doctors at Providence St. Joseph Medical Center across the street
from the Disney Studio discovered that Disney had an enormous tumor on his left lung. Five
days later, Disney went back to the hospital for surgery, but the tumor had spread to such
great extent that doctors had to remove his entire left lung. The doctors then told Disney that
he only had six months to a year to live. After several chemotherapy sessions, Disney and his
wife spent a short amount of time in Palm Springs, California before returning home. On
November 30, 1966, Disney collapsed in his home, but was revived by paramedics, and was
taken back to the hospital, where he died on December 15, 1966 at 9:30 a.m., ten days after
his 65th birthday.
Disney was cremated on December 17, 1966 and his ashes reside at the Forest Lawn
Memorial Park in Glendale, California.
Since the time of Disney's death, rumours have persisted that he had his body cryogenically
frozen until a cure for his particular kind of cancer was developed, so that he could then be "re
-animated" and cured. An urban legend even developed that his body had been stored under
the Pirates of the Caribbean ride at Disneyland. These rumours were fuelled, perhaps, by the
fact that both his family and the Disney Studio refused to comment on his death. However,
the fact is that Walt Disney was cremated, and his ashes were placed in a family crypt at
Forest Lawn Memorial Park in Glendale, California.
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Cracker of a Night
Although called the Queen's Birthday holiday, as many know it is not actually the
Queen's Birthday on Monday 14th June. Queen Elizabeth II was born on April 21,
1926, but according to tradition we wait more than a month to throw her a party.
If it seems strange to celebrate so late, spare a thought for those in Western Australia
who will celebrate in September. If Australia becomes a republic it is possible we may
not bother to celebrate at all.
The tradition of celebrating the British monarch's arrival into this world goes back two
centuries in this country. Australia was the first country in the British Empire to treat the
day as a public holiday.
The first Australian celebration of the monarch's birthday took place on June 4, 1788 - the day King George III had his 50th birthday. Admiral Arthur Phillip, who had led the
First Fleet into the new colony only seven months before, decided the birthday
should be a day of rejoicing, festivity and forgiveness.
Phillip, the first governor of NSW, instructed the ships Sirius and Supply to fire three
royal salutes while the marines fired their own musket salutes. Sydney then had no
noisy machinery or motorised vehicles, so the sounds would have been heard clearly
across the new colony.

The governor hosted a dinner that evening for senior officers and bonfires flared
across the colony to add to the sense of festivity.
There was no shortage of firewood and many fires were kept going throughout the
night. Being also a day of forgiveness, four convicts -- Lovell, Sidaway, Hall and
Gordon -- were fully pardoned and discharged from Pinchgut.
Since then there has been some form of Australian celebration of the monarch's
birthday via a public holiday. Ironically, it has been more of a holiday here than in
the country where the monarch resides.
Many other countries in the Commonwealth have long since stopped observing the
birthday with a public holiday. Many never started.
But the monarch once dominated all aspects of a country's life, and Phillip's creation
of the Australian ceremony 223 years ago was consistent with the importance loyal
subjects attached to their monarch. No officials in the new colony would have
questioned his decision.
The birthdays of European monarchs have also been marked by special military
parades and formal events for foreign diplomatic corps (who were technically
accredited to the monarch rather than the country). There has been little role for the
ordinary citizen, except to foot the bill via taxes.
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As European monarchs
who had moved from
being subjects to citizens -- preferred to focus on national days, such as
independence days (July 4 in the US) or some revolutionary event (such as Bastille Day
in France on July 14).
In The Netherlands, though, they still celebrate Koninginnedag -- literally queen's day -in late April. The Dutch tradition of celebrating their queen's birthday goes back to
1885 when Queen Wilhelmina's birthday was celebrated on Prinsessedag or Princess'
Day. When Wilhelmina was crowned queen in 1890 it became Koninginnedag.

When Queen Juliana ascended the throne in 1948 the date was moved to her
birthday in April. When Juliana was succeeded by her daughter Beatrix in 1980, Beatrix
decided to keep the date fixed to April 30, to honour her mother.
Britain also held onto its monarchy under its expanding empire. Queen Victoria ruled
for two-thirds of the 19th century (1837-1901). The Empire grew considerably and
London eventually realised it presided over the largest empire in history. In 1905 the
monarch ruled about 345 million people -- about one-quarter of the world's total
population.
Celebrating Queen Victoria's birthday on May 24 became a unifying feature across
this vast, sprawling empire. In the year following her death, 1902, May 24 was
designated as Empire Day. After successful lobbying by monarchists to name
Victoria's birthday a holiday, it was introduced to Australia in 1905. Millions of school
children around the world were involved in colourful pageants to celebrate May 24.
Their events focused on the Empire's traditions and ideals.
After World War II the Empire was wound up, so it seemed inappropriate to hold
Empire Day. In 1958 it became Commonwealth Day to reflect the changed
relationship between Britain and its former dominions. Nowadays there are few events
anywhere in the world to celebrate Commonwealth day.
Meanwhile, loyal subjects continued to celebrate the monarch's birthday. For
example, King Edward VII, Victoria's son, was born on November 9. Until 1936 the
actual birth date of the reigning monarch was observed. After he died it was decided
to keep that date, or one near it, as a day of celebration.
A problem with celebrating the monarch's actual birthday in Britain is that -depending on the date -- the weather can be too harsh for military parades, notably
Trooping The Colour. A date in winter would mean the bad weather could also hinder
any other outdoor events, such as garden parties.
King George VI came to the throne in 1936. His birthday was on December 14 -- much
too cold for outdoor events and also too close to the usual Christmas festivities.
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Cracker of a Night
It was therefore necessary to invent a new technique -- both a real birthday and a
standardised official birthday. The King decided to have his official birthday in early
June, when hopefully there would be better weather in Britain.
Ironically, in both Australia and New Zealand this birthday long weekend is at the
beginning of the ski season. Perfect weather for bonfires and fireworks, for many
generations of Australians the day was simply called ``cracker night'', a tradition that
ended in the 1980s with bans on backyard fireworks.

Queen Elizabeth, daughter of King George VI, had her first official birthday in June
1952. She normally spends her real birthday, April 21, quietly at home with relatives at
Windsor Castle.
But the June official birthday has lavish events, particularly the precision marching of
Trooping The Colour from Buckingham Palace along The Mall to Whitehall. There is
also a fly-past by the Royal Air Force over Buckingham Palace.
There are also eagerly-awaited announcements of names in
the Honours List (Australia has the Order of Australia). But
there is no public holiday for British workers.
Most Commonwealth countries do not have public holidays
for the Queen's birthday. Australia's eventual scrapping of
the public holiday would cause little controversy at
Buckingham Palace as it is a privilege not given to British
subjects.
But no doubt some sort of holiday would need to be
maintained to avoid complaints about losing a day off. The
debate then would become which event or person to
celebrate with a holiday in June...
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Royal Quiz
1. Queen Elizabeth II’s family name is?
a) Windsor b) Stuart c) Tudor d) Mountbatten e) Hanover
2. What is Queen Elizabeth’s husband called?
a) King Philip b) Lord Philip of Windsor c) Prince Philip d) Duke of Windsor
3. What is Philip’s surname?
a) Windsor b) Hanover c) Mountbatten d) Stuart e) Tudor
4. After Elizabeth, who is next (first) in line to the Throne of England?
a) Prince Harry b) Princess Charlotte c) Prince William d) Prince Charles
5. Who is second in line for the Throne of England?
a) Prince Harry b) Princess Charlotte c) Prince William d) Prince Charles
6. Who was Britain’s monarch immediately before Queen Elizabeth II?

a) George V b) Edward VII c) George VI d) Queen Victoria
7. What breed of dog is the Queen known for keeping as Royal pets?
a) English Setters b) Poodles c) Collies d) Corgis e) Dachshund
8. What are the Queen’s two middle names?
a) Alexandra & Charlotte b) Victoria & Mary c) Alexandra & Mary d) Victoria & Charlotte
9. When was the Queen born?
a) 21st May 1926 b) 15th April 1925 c) 20th April 1931 d) 21st April 1926
10. Which Scottish Castle was the childhood home of Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother
and King George VI?
a) Stirling Castle b) Inverness Castle c) Glamis Castle d) Balmoral Castle
11. In which year was the wedding of Prince Charles & Diana?
a) 1972 b) 1986 c) 1979 d) 1981
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Village News
Hello Everyone,
Our morning tea was a great success. Enormous thank you to ALL who gave donations,
time raffle prizes and tasty treats. Together we raised $704.10. Your generosity and support
are valued and the knowledge that it will nurture and care for others is your reward.
Looks like we’re in for more fun this month. We have a new and interesting addition to the
activities. A new shuffleboard arrived and we hope everyone will enjoy it.
On Saturday, 29th May we celebrated Geraldine and Carol’s belated birthday.
Kind Regards,
Melrose RV Social Committee
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QUEEN ELIZABETH CAKE RECIPE

Ingredients
1 cup boiling water
1 cup dates, pitted and chopped
1/4 cup butter, softened
1 cup white sugar
1 egg
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour

1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup chopped walnuts
1 cup flaked coconut
2/3 cup packed brown sugar
6 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup cream

Directions
• Pour boiling water over dates in a small bowl, and let stand until cool.
• Measure flour, baking powder, soda, salt, and nuts into a small bowl. Stir to
mix.
• Cream 1/4 cup butter or margarine and white sugar together in a mixing bowl;
beat in egg and vanilla. Add flour mixture to creamed mixture in three parts
alternately with date mixture in two parts, beginning and ending with dry
mixture. Spread batter into a greased 9 x 13 inch pan.
• Bake at 350 degrees F (175 degrees C) for 30 to 40 minutes, or until an
inserted wooden pick comes out clean.
To Make Topping: Mix coconut, brown
sugar, 6 tablespoons butter and cream
in a small saucepan over medium heat.
Boil for three minutes. Spread over
warm cake, and brown under broiler.

